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ABSTRACT A cavity-fed, dual-slot element and its 4-element linear array configurations for beam-steering
applications at 28 GHz are described. The element cavity is formed from rectangular substrate integrated
waveguide (SIW), perturbed at one of its corners to excite dual slots for increasing the impedance bandwidth.
With a mobile terminal in mind, we look to both classical array principles and to the available theories for
finite arrays with mutual coupling, to help guide the design. The impact of the finite ground-plane required
to support the slot elements and array is investigated by simulation, including the impact on the patterns
of using a cellphone chassis as a platform. A chassis-born 4-element (8 slots) configuration, suitable for
beamforming in 28 GHz 5G networks is demonstrated for both linear polarizations. The simulation results
are supported by pattern measurements of prototypes, a challenging task at 28 GHz.

10 INDEX TERMS Cavity resonator, slot antennas, 28GHz, phased arrays.

I. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION11

A. SLOT ELEMENT BASICS12

Slot arrays are important due to their conformability to the13

surface of a platform such as the chassis of a cellphone. Slot14

elements are relatively easy to fabricate and integrate with15

feeds interfacing to front-end electronics. The slot is often16

viewed as a dual of the traditional dipole, with its impedance17

estimated from the metal dipole by Babinet’s principle e.g.,18

[1]. Like short dipoles, single-mode slots are typically a19

half-wavelength long, and they have their highest feed-point20

resistance at the center of the slot, tapering to zero at the21

ends of the slot which are short-circuited. For a 50-ohm22

feed, a direct across-slot feed can be off-center in order to23

impedancematch.Wideband designs with a direct feed across24

the slot are also available, e.g., [2]. For integration of the25

antenna to a surface, feeding via the cavity is preferred to a26

direct across-slot feed.27

The remainder of this section is a concise literature review28

of the relevant technologies for our design, and our contribu-29

tion. The references are representative only, it is not possible30

to cite all the significant contributions.31

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Bilal Khawaja .

B. CAVITY SLOT DESIGN 32

Using Babinet’s principle to get slot admittances from the 33

impedance of its complementary antenna, the metallic strip 34

dipole, was verified in the classic 1972 paper by Long [3]. 35

Long also studied the impedance of a slot terminating a TE01 36

waveguide of different lengths, demonstrating that an electri- 37

cally small cavity-depth (i.e., waveguide length) was feasible 38

for efficient radiation. In our design below, we use a cavity 39

depth of a quarter wavelength because such a configuration 40

can readily match to 50 ohms. Theoretical and measured 41

impedance characteristics of multiple slots on cavity waveg- 42

uides were studied in 1980 by Paoloni [4], and design proce- 43

dures for waveguide slot arrays were published by Elliot, e.g., 44

[5], and for various applications in several later publications, 45

e.g., [6]. However, for beamforming (as opposed to fixed- 46

beam designs), the elements must have individual cavities for 47

independent control of the excitation. 48

C. BEAM FORMING ARRAYS 49

Recent designs for multiple cavity-fed slot antennas for 50

beamforming are now summarized. In [7], orthogonally 51

polarized, 2-element arrays at 2.5 GHz were realized using 52

orthogonally oriented slots on adjacent cavities arranged as a 53
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2 by 2 array. Diagonally offset cavities had the same polar-54

ization, with mutual coupling claimed to be reduced by using55

mushroom-type structures.56

Different operating frequencies require different technolo-57

gies. For 28/38 GHz dual-bandwidths, the design of [8]58

used an etched, shaped parasitic patch above the slot. Also59

at 28 GHz, there are published designs using direct-fed60

patches, aperture-fed patches, Vivaldi, and Yagi-Uda anten-61

nas, e.g., [9] and [10].62

For MIMO communications, antenna performance metrics63

are the envelope correlation coefficient and diversity gain,64

eg., [11]. For phased arrays, the usual metric is array antenna65

gain in the beam-steered directions. In both cases, the total66

active reflection coefficient defines a limit on impedance67

bandwidth. Whereas phased arrays use deterministic (from68

the beam direction) phase shifts, MIMO systems adapt ran-69

dom phases and amplitudes resulting from the random multi-70

path. The differences between phased arrays andMIMO-type71

antennas are elaborated in [10].72

D. PHASED ARRAYS ON CELLPHONE CHASSIS73

Normally, for a mobile terminal, the signals from arrays,74

or strictly speaking, from multi-element-antennas, are75

diversity-combined for MIMO communications. The signal-76

to-interference-plus-noise, in multipath, ie., without refer-77

ence to a physical direction, can be maximized. Phased arrays78

maximize gain to a physical direction, suited to line-of-sight79

situations such as single-room indoor cell scenarios.80

Using mmWave frequencies, prototype phased arrays have81

previously been mounted inside a cellphone chassis. Such82

arrays can experience blockage to the field-of-view caused by83

the shape of the metal frame. For example, in [12], a Vivaldi84

antenna array used parasitic metal strips on a bezel to avert85

severe beam blockage. In [13], a dual-polarized cavity-86

backed slot antenna array inside the chassis of a cellphone87

offered 52% coverage (100% coverage is the full sphere) for88

a beamformed gain of more than 5 dBi, when holding the89

mobile phone in a hand. In call mode (cellphone beside the90

head, see Figure 1a), the hand can block an antenna mounted91

on a lateral bezel [14], while in data mode (cellphone held in92

two hands), the hands can block the antenna on the bottom93

bezel.94

In [15], a cavity-fed slot array fed with a stepped coax95

probe is mounted on the side bezel of a metallic cellphone96

chassis, enabling fan beamforming. The presence of a hand97

over the side bezel can degrade the gain by 5-7 dB [15].98

Another approach [16] uses parasitic elements with control-99

lable reactive terminations for what is essentially a phased100

array but fed by a single monopole on a SIW feedline. Placing101

this array on the side bezel makes its gain sensitive to its102

location along the lateral bezel. Placing it at the center of the103

bezel was reported to provide the highest gain (as a stand-104

alone structure). In [17], the antenna is located internal to the105

metallic chassis but behind holes (c.f., slots) in the chassis to106

allow radiation.107

FIGURE 1. (a) talk mode and data mode for a cellphone terminal.
(Reproduced from [19] with permission). (b) depiction of a hybrid
beamformer where the subarray beamformer is analogue and each RF
chain is digitized for digital beamforming; (c) depiction of switching for
the time domain duplexing.

At higher frequencies such as mmWaves, the Friis path 108

gain decreases, and to compensate, higher antenna gains 109

are sought. This requires arrays, but the associated cost 110

of extra RF chains becomes significant. Therefore, hybrid 111

beamforming has been developed, where subarrays are beam- 112

formed using analog phase shifters, and only the subar- 113

rays (as opposed to all the elements) have a dedicated RF 114

chain for digital beamforming. This is depicted in Figures 115

1b and 1c, where the analog beamforming uses standard- 116

ized time-domain duplexing to share transceiver resources. 117

By using low-loss analog stages, hybrid beamforming is 118

reported in [18] to attain the communications performance 119

of fully digital beamforming, with significant cost savings on 120

the RF hardware. 121

E. CONTRIBUTIONS 122

The new contributions of this paper include: 123

• a new element and array design for the 28 GHz 5G 124

band for cellphone mounting. Its advantage is its ease of 125

manufacture due to its PCB design (operating through an 126

aperture in a metallic chassis, illustrated below) and its 127

enhanced bandwidth from using an extra slot as part of 128

the element. Previous designs required more expensive 129

multiple layer PCBs for realizing patches with parasitic 130

elements. 131

• A demonstration that the array theory based excess 132

directivity (viz., above that corresponding to simply the 133

number of array elements) is not available for the finite 134

arrays of interest here. This is because, in practice, the 135

embedded element patterns are too dissimilar from each 136

other. 137
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• A comparison of the available theories for including the138

effects of mutual coupling in a finite array. We demon-139

strate that only one of these theories works well for the140

finite arrays that can fit on a cellphone chassis.141

The rest of this paper is laid out as follows. Section II142

reviews the impact of mutual coupling in array design,143

as it applies to our array which has a small, finite ground-144

plane. Section III presents the antenna element design and145

Section IV presents our results for a cavity-backed slot array.146

A comparison of our design with those of other papers is147

provided in Section V, and Section VI concludes the paper.148

II. THEORIES FOR FINITE ARRAYS149

Classical array theory is where the array factor and a common150

element pattern multiply to give the array antenna pattern.151

Such a formulation seldom holds accurately for finite arrays152

on a finite platform. This is because a finite array nor-153

mally has significantly different embedded element patterns,154

so there is no common element pattern. Below, the notations155

from the original references are used rather than unifying the156

terminology.157

The pattern of a finite array is found from the electric field158

transmitted to a location r by reference to a far-field (of the159

array) distance, R, as, eg., [20, p.14],160

E (r) =
e−jk0R

R

∑
i

aif i (θ, φ) e
jkri.r̂ (1)161

where in this notation, E is the electric field vector in the162

direction of the r vector (cartesian form: r= R sin θ cosφx̂+163

R sin θ sin φ̂y+ R cos θ ẑ), k is the scalar free space propaga-164

tion constant, R is a far-field distance from the array (i.e., the165

field point must not only be in the far-field of the element,166

but also in the far field of the array), λ is wavelength, ai is167

the complex excitation vector, r̂ is unit vector in the direction168

of r, ri is the position vector of the ith element, and fi is169

the embedded far-field pattern of the ith antenna element,170

defined here as its directional response in the presence of171

the other elements all terminated (typically in 50 ohms) and172

mounted on the finite platform. This choice means that the173

effects of the mutual coupling and the finite ground-plane are174

included in the element patterns. The dependencies in (1) can175

be expressed as E (r, θ, φ), with the scalar r dropping out in176

the far-field pattern description.177

The mutual coupling between elements is an array antenna178

parameter, and as such it does not change with the differ-179

ent element excitations. It is preferably described using the180

impedance matrix of a multiport antenna because a single181

fixed coefficient (eg., Z12) describes the network coupling182

between ports 1 and 2. The signal coupling between two183

elements in general requires more than just one scattering184

coefficient (eg., S12) – it also requires S11 and S22. The185

matrices Z and S are related by Z = Z0(I-S)−1(I+S), so S12186

can represent the coupling for well-matched ports.187

Changes to the embedded element pattern, relative to its188

isolated pattern, were demonstrated by Pozar [21] for dipoles.189

These dipoles have no ground-plane, i.e., there is no finite190

ground-plane effect. But a ground-plane is required for slot 191

arrays, and its edges can affect the element patterns. Elec- 192

trically small wire dipoles can be approximated by canoni- 193

cal minimum scattering antennas (MSAs) which simplifies 194

their modelling. A property of MSAs is that their transmit 195

pattern is the same as their scattering pattern, so this makes 196

it clear that a slot supported by a ground-plane cannot be 197

an MSA. However, this does not mean that slot elements 198

cannot have other MSA-like properties. In any event, for 199

a small (ie., finite) ground-plane bearing slot elements, the 200

ground-plane edge diffraction impacts the embedded patterns 201

significantly. To better understand the pattern behavior of a 202

finite array, antenna array pattern changes against variations 203

of the ground-plane size are investigated here. 204

The impedance bandwidth of an array is governed by its 205

active reflection coefficient [21] (this includes the effects of 206

mutual coupling, the excitations, and a finite ground-plane for 207

a slot or other element types). The bandwidth also depends 208

on the beam-steering direction since it depends on the exci- 209

tations. It is known that with mutual coupling and/or a finite 210

ground-plane, the resulting pattern maximum is, in general, 211

not the same as the direction of the steering vector. 212

The situation for a planar array is as follows. The notation 213

from [21] is maintained here. Consider a rectangular grid 214

with M elements (columns) along the x-axis with physical 215

spacing a, and N elements (rows) along the y axis with 216

spacing b, so that there are K = MN elements. Placing the 217

elements in a single row and using index k = 1; 2; 3; . . . K , 218

then ik = kmodM is the x index (column) of element k and 219

jk = 1 + int((k-1)/M ) is the y index (row) of element k . Let 220

u = k0a sin θ cosφ and v = k0b sin θ sinφ relate to the 221

usual directional cosines in terms of the scalar propagation 222

constant (in this notation, k0), with (u0, v0) relating to the 223

steering angle. Then the active reflection coefficient of themth
224

(from 1 to K ) element is [21] 225

0m (θ0, φ0) =

K∑
n=1

Smne−j[(in−jm)u0+(jn−jm)v0] (2) 226

where Smn is the scattering parameter between the mth and 227

nth elements, and the integer terms such as (jn − jm) index 228

the spacing beween the elements. The field of the embedded 229

mth element is related to its isolated far-field pattern, F (θ, φ) 230

(recall that all the elements themselves may be identical but 231

their embedded patterns are likely different owing to mutual 232

coupling and finite ground-plane effects), as 233

Eem (r; θ, φ) = F (θ, φ)
e−jk0r

r
V0[ej(im−1)u+j(jm−1)v 234

+

∑K

n=1
Smnej[(in−1)u+(jn−1)v]] (3) 235

where in this terminology, V0 is the active element excitation 236

with the other elements are terminated and not excited. 237

In the array far-field at scalar distance |r| = r , the field 238

transmitted from the array is the weighted sum of these 239

(likely-different) embedded element fields. For the intended 240
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beam-steered direction (u0, v0), this is [21, eq. (15)]241

Ea (r, θ, φ)242

= F (θ, φ)
e−jk0r

r
V0

K∑
n=1

[e−j(in−1)u0−j(jn−1)v0243

+

N∑
m=1

Smne−j[(im−1)u0+(jm−1)v0]]244

× ej[(in−1)u+(jn−1)v] (4)245

In a modification [22] to this formulation, the isolated246

element pattern, F (θ, φ), was replaced with the embedded247

element pattern of the central element in finite large array.248

This pattern can be readily found by simulation by using peri-249

odic boundary conditions making it appear to be an infinite250

lattice.251

It is emphasized that this is for all (isolated) elements252

which are identical and identically oriented in an infinite253

lattice, i.e., classical array theory. It is not likely to hold for a254

practical, finite array of slots having a finite ground plane.255

To demonstrate the differences between these theories for256

our array design (Section III), below we find an isolated257

element pattern by simulation, and use the above equation to258

find an array antenna pattern to compare it with simulations259

of a finite array.260

More recently, Abdallah and Wasylkiwskyj [23] presented261

a new finite array formulation which uses the embedded262

element pattern of each element with the remaining elements263

open-circuited. The notation from [23] is maintained here.264

The nth embedded element pattern, for when the other ele-265

ments are (variously) loaded, for a linear array along the266

z-axis, is [23]267

Fn (θ, φ) =
N∑
m=1

(Zmn + Zgm)R
−

1
2

gm Y amnR
1
2
gnF0

m(θ, φ) (5)268

where F0
m(θ, φ) is the open circuit embedded element pattern269

of the mth element, Zgm is the impedance of the voltage270

generator driving the mth element, Zmn is the (m,n)th element271

of the array antenna impedance matrix, and Y amn is the (m,n)
th

272

element of a matrix containing elements (Zmn+ Zgmδmn) and273

inversed, where δmn is a Kronecker delta and Rgn = RealZgn.274

So Fn (θ, φ) = F0
n (θ, φ) if there is no mutual coupling. The275

antenna array pattern is calculated from the weighted sum of276

these embedded element patterns.277

We now consider simple dipole arrays as a vehicle to assess278

the differences between the different formulations, given that279

the dipole arrays have no finite ground-plane effects.280

A. SMALL ARRAY OF ACTIVE DIPOLES281

Figure 2 shows the array of four lossless dipoles (z-oriented)282

with a comparison of the pattern results. The dipoles resonate283

(in isolation) at 27.5 GHz, have a radius of 0.01λ0, and for a284

50 ohm load (so not likely to be a perfect match to the dipole),285

the single-element impedance bandwidth for |S11| <-10 dB is286

9% (26.5-29 GHz). The embedded-element bandwidth does287

FIGURE 2. E-field array pattern cuts (in V/m at r = 1m) of 4-element
dipole array with all excitations the same (and no ground-plane).
Simulated patterns are compared to the cases of: (4) [21]; (4) modified
[22]; and (5).

not change much for this case because the elements are 288

reasonably well-spaced (0.5λ0) and so the mutual coupling 289

is reasonably low. Figure 2 includes the pattern results from 290

(4) for the two cases: 291

(i) using the isolated pattern of an element, ie., in the 292

absence of any other element [21]; 293

(ii) using the embedded element pattern from an infinite 294

array lattice [22], here simulated using periodic boundary 295

conditions at specified inter-element distances. 296

For the 4-element array of wire dipoles, the array response 297

from (4) is not very close to simulation results for case (i), 298

but for case (ii) - when using the modified form of [22] - it is 299

extremely close. Equation (5) is also extremely close. 300

Using (4) with the isolated element pattern (case (i) above) 301

is not useful here because it does not account for the scat- 302

tering from the adjacent elements, i.e., the mutual coupling. 303

In Section III, we also compare these approaches for slot 304

elements, and it will be seen that only (5) works well. 305

B. SMALL ARRAY USING PARASITIC DIPOLES 306

We now investigate the impact on the array antenna pat- 307

tern of a mutually coupled parasitic scatterer (a proximate 308

dipole, short-circuited). In a numerical experiment, two short- 309

circuited dipoles are equi-spaced from an active dipole (all 310

z-oriented). A spacing of 0.5λ0 creates more broadside gain 311

than the stand-alone dipole, shown in figure 3(a). For spac- 312

ings closer than 0.5λ0 the gain increases in the end-fire direc- 313

tions as in Yagi-Uda antennas, and this reduces the broadside 314

gain. When the spacing is more than λ0, the main lobe splits; 315

e.g., at 1.5λ0, the main lobe is split into 2 symmetric lobes, 316

and at 2λ0 spacing, the main lobe is split into 3 lobes, follow- 317

ing classical array theory. The number of lobes increases with 318

the spacing but ultimately converges back to a dipole-like 319

pattern for large spacing where the mutual coupling that 320

excites the parasitic dipoles becomes negligible. 321

In another experiment, two parasitic dipoles at the ends 322

of a 4-element active dipole array, with fixed 0.5λ0 spacing, 323

is investigated, see Figure 3(b). For a spacing to the parasitics 324

of 0.5λ0, the broadside gain is reduced by 0.1 dB, with a 1 dB 325

higher sidelobe level in the endfire directions. When these 326
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FIGURE 3. Simulated gain (in dBi) plots of the (x-y) pattern cut. (a) single
excited dipole with two shorted dipole scatterers; (b) 4-element dipole
array with shorted dipole scatterers adjacent to the outer array elements.

parasitic dipoles are spaced by λ0 and 2λ0 from the outer327

array elements, the broadside gain increases by 0.2 dB and328

0.4 dB, respectively. If we view the parasitic scattering as akin329

to the diffraction scattering of a ground-plane edge in slots330

arrays, then a finite ground-plane or platform edges can act to331

either slightly decrease or increase the antenna gain, i.e., the332

finite ground-plane size can be used as a design parameter.333

These experiments demonstrate the likely impact of nearby334

scatterers such as chassis edges or other finite ground-plane335

edges on embedded element patterns and array antenna336

patterns. An analytic model of a finite array in [24] uses337

diffraction to model ground-plane edges showing how the338

diffraction effect is more significant in smaller arrays than339

larger arrays. But the diffraction contributions for all direc-340

tions become too complicated with ground-plane corners,341

so simulation or physical measurement is normally required342

for accurate estimation of the embedded element patterns.343

Using (5) also results in a close match for our cavity-344

backed slot antenna arrays on a finite ground-plane, confirm-345

ing (5) as useful for designs such as ours presented here. The346

details of these results are in Section IV.347

III. CAVITY BACKED SLOT ELEMENT DESIGN348

Our design has dual slots for each element, see Figure 4a.349

These slots are of different lengths (and of course locations,350

but both are close to the TE120 cavity mode maxima) and351

act to improve the cavity-fed element impedance bandwidth352

through coupled resonances, as shown in Figure 4b. It is seen353

FIGURE 4. (a) Geometry of the SIW CBS antenna, with dimensions in mm:
Side = 6.5, Croff = 2,Lslot1 = 3.9, Dslot1 = 0.85, Wslot1 = 0.5, Offslot1 =
0.44, Lslot2 = 3.7, Dslot2 = 0.75, Wslot2 = 0.5, Offslot2 = 1.54, Dvia = 0.76;
(b) top view of 2 element fabricated prototype (c) reflection coefficient
for the individual and combined slots; (d) simulation and measured
reflection coefficient.

that the individual slots behave differently to their combined 354

presence. The corner trim perturbs the TE120 mode so that 355

the different length slots are both still close to the field max- 356

ima. Another view is that the closely spaced slots strongly 357

mutually couple. 358

The dual resonances in the impedance are shown in 359

Figure 4c. This type of design has no simple analytic model, 360

it is most conveniently solved by simulation. The configura- 361

tion here is hand-optimized (by parametric study, not shown 362

here, and good enough for reaching diminished returns) for 363

impedance bandwidth, and so no formal optimization was 364

used here. The vias are standard sizes for cost-effective PCB 365

manufacturing, viz., 12 mils diameter, and there is a 10 mil 366

spacing between adjacent via edges. The cavity (PCB sub- 367

strate) is Rogers 6002 with a specified 1.524 mm thickness, 368

real dielectric constant of 2.94, and a loss tangent of 0.0012 at 369

10 GHz which has a modified value at other frequencies 370

(see below). 371

The simulated and measured results show good impedance 372

bandwidth, shown in Figure 4c, viz., the simulated impedance 373

bandwidth is 9% (|S11| < −10 dB for 27-29.5 GHz) and the 374

measured impedance bandwidth is 8.2% (|S11| <−10 dB for 375

26.7-29 GHz). The different approaches of HFSS and CST 376

simulations agree reasonably well except for regions of low 377

S11. The differences between measurement and simulation 378
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FIGURE 5. Cavity mode resonance frequencies and field structure of the
dielectric-filled lossless (no slots) cavity. The shading represents the
strength of the electric field between the top and bottom plates.

results are mainly due to the different configurations being379

assessed. Important factors include: the electrical properties380

of dielectrics are seldom verified with high accuracy; the feed381

detail (especially the feed cable); and the physical inaccu-382

racy of prototypes, e.g., even professionally manufactured383

prototypes may have been realized with different batches of384

substrate having a slightly different complex permittivity. For385

an array, the element impedance bandwidth must often be386

at least twice the required impedance bandwidth specified,387

because of the bandwidth-reducing (relative to a single ele-388

ment) metric of the total active impedance bandwidth [11].389

The radiating slots effectively create a lossy cavity situa-390

tion, and it is of interest to model this. The simplest model is391

a lossless cavity, which has cavity resonances at, eg., [25],392

fe =
c

2π
√
µrεr

√(mπ
a

)2
+

(nπ
b

)2
+

(
lπ
h

)2

(6)393

where fe denotes the eigenmode frequency, εr and µr are394

the purely real (because it is lossless) anisotropic relative395

permittivity and permeability of the substrate, c is the speed396

of light in free space, and m, n, l refer to the integer numbers397

of variations in the standing wave pattern along the x-, y- and398

z-axis directions, respectively. In HFSS, the eigenmodes of399

a lossless cavity correspond to ‘‘resonant’’ frequencies and400

modal field distributions. (Here we take maximum modal401

dominance to mean resonance, but strictly, in electrical cir-402

cuits, resonance refers to a port impedance being purely real.)403

For a square cavity, the fundamental mode TE110 resonates404

at 19GHz, the degenerate TE120 and TE 210 modes at 30GHz,405

and the even higher order modes, e.g., TE220 at 38 GHz,406

and TE130/TE310 at 43 GHz. The well-known electric field407

intensity forms are in Figure 5 for the first few modes.408

By placing the slot radiator at a field maximum, the mode409

maximally radiates. Using a coaxial probe, the first mode410

(TE110, 19 GHz) has a 2.5% impedance bandwidth (|S11| <411

−10 dB for 18.5 -19 GHz); and the second mode (TE120,412

28 GHz) has a 2.8% impedance bandwidth (|S11| < −10 dB413

for 27.6 to 28.4 GHz), as shown in Figure 6. The probe414

FIGURE 6. Simulated reflection coefficient of cavity-backed slot antennas
for two resonance modes fed by a coaxial probe (HFSS).

FIGURE 7. Simulated gain patterns (in dBi) of dual slot antenna element
at 28GHz, with a 2λ × 2λ ground-plane, excited with a single coax probe.
There is a gain reduction resulting from using only the second slot
(normally parasitic), where the dielectric losses come to the fore.

location governs the matching for a particular resonance 415

mode or sum of modes. 416

Figure 7 gives simulated gain pattern cuts for the dual slot 417

element on a finite ground plane (2λ0× 2λ0). The maximum 418

gain is 7.24 dBi at 28GHz, at directions away from broadside. 419

The main lobe is −360 from zenith in the E- plane (y-z), and 420

this is due to the slot element being away from the center of 421

the finite ground plane. With a single slot only (the second 422

slot is completely short-circuited), the maximum gain drops 423

to 6.28 dBi and its direction is -350 from zenith in the E-plane. 424

With the second slot only, there are two lobes formed and 425

their maximum gains are -1.7 dBi and -2.5 dBi at –370, 350 426

respectively, from zenith in the E-plane. These values are low 427

because the second slot by itself has poor radiation efficiency 428

since the cavity losses dominate the radiation losses. 429

In Figure 8 for the dual slot element, we see increas- 430

ing maximum gain with frequency until 29.5 GHz. Beyond 431

29.5 GHz, the main lobe starts to split into two lobes and the 432

maximum gain begins to decrease. 433

The radiation efficiency is a maximum of -0.18 dB 434

at 28 GHz and drops for higher frequencies as the ohmic 435

losses increases with frequency. But below 28 GHz, the radi- 436

ation efficiency decreases with decreasing frequency. This 437

is because of the decreasing radiation resistance of a slot 438

with decreasing electrical length. An important point here 439

is that the simulator (here CST) uses general dispersion 440

models to accurately extrapolate dielectric properties (i.e., 441

loss tangents) at various frequencies for the materials that 442
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FIGURE 8. Radiation efficiency and maximum gain (direction not
included) of the dual slot antenna element. The radiation efficiency drops
after 28GHz because the ohmic losses of the cavity increase, and also
drops with decreasing frequency because of the decreasing radiation
resistance of a slot with decreasing electrical length. The gain drops
steeply after 29.5GHz because the pattern splits into dual lobes.

FIGURE 9. Simulated gain patterns (in dBi) of the dual-slot element on
the finite-sized ground plane. (a) The E-plane pattern ripples are from the
edge diffraction sources interfering with the slot’s direct radiation, and
decrease as the E-plane ground-plane gets bigger. (b) The H-plane
ground-plane edge diffractions are less because these edges are
illuminated less.

are characterized by a single frequency. Here, the dielectric443

material is characterized for 10GHz, but we are running it at444

28GHz. From the 10 GHz specification, the dispersion model445

within CST gives a loss tangent at this 28 GHz of 0.003528.446

With this, the dielectric losses are similar to the conductor447

losses.448

The finite ground-plane is known to cause ripples in the449

patterns, eg., [26], from edge diffractions which interfere450

with the slot radiation contributions. The phase difference451

between the contributions of the diffraction and the slot(s)452

depend on their spacing. Also, an increasing distance between453

the ground edge and the slot weakens the diffraction source,454

eg., [27].455

Figure 9 shows the element patterns in the E-Plane for var-456

ious ground-plane sizes. The cavity size (minimum ground-457

plane size) is 0.7λ0 along the E-plane and 0.7λ0 along the458

H-plane, and this can be seen in (a). The zenith gain is 5.6 dBi.459

By increasing the ground-plane size along the E-plane to λ0460

(only in the negative y-direction, see Figure 9a), the broadside461

gain increases to 6.9 dBi, and this is the maximum for any462

E-plane ground-plane size where the H-plane ground-plane463

size is kept to 0.7 λ0.464

Extending the E-plane ground-plane to Gndy = λ0465

(Figure 9a) acts to split the main lobe as expected, reducing466

TABLE 1. E-Plane ground-plane edge effect on broadside gain for
H-plane ground-plane spacing size of 0.7λ.

the zenith gain to 3.7 dBi. For Gndy = 1.5λ0, the lobes 467

re-align in the zenith direction giving a gain of 5.6 dBi. For 468

Gndy = 2λ0, the beam again splits into 2 lobes. These results 469

are summarized in terms of broadside gain in Table 1. This 470

behavior is different to that of a dipole with parasitic dipoles 471

where, for example, a spacing of 1.5λ0 acts to split the beam, 472

and the maximum zenith gain occurs for a spacing of λ0 473

or 2λ0. Thus, the scattering from parasitic dipoles, while 474

having a mechanism akin to the diffraction from ground- 475

plane edges, has a different impact on the pattern, and this is 476

simply because dipole scattering sources are different to the 477

diffraction sources at the same spacing, particularly in their 478

phases. 479

Extending the ground-plane size along the H-plane from 480

the original cavity size by 0.3 λ0 (shown as Gndx in 481

Figure 9b - note that this is different to Figure 9a) improves 482

the peak gain from 5.6 dBi to 6.9 dBi. (Note that the peak 483

is not quite at zero degrees in this y-z cut.) Any further 484

increase in this spacing to the edge does not increase this peak 485

gain. In summary, the edge plane diffraction sources cannot, 486

unfortunately, be readily modelled using the simpler case of 487

scattering dipoles with the same spacings. 488

IV. PHASED ARRAY BEHAVIOUR 489

This section looks at classical array factor directivity whose 490

interesting behavior can guide the initial design of an array. 491

We also compare the array theories from Section II to simu- 492

lated results for our dual slot array design. 493

A. ARRAY FACTOR DIRECTIVITY 494

A two-element array of omnidirectional sources without 495

mutual coupling has maximum broadside directivity at an 496

element spacing of about 0.7 λ0, calculated from its array fac- 497

tor [28] (p.589, note the error in the labeling of the boresight 498

and endfire cases). For the array factor usage to be accurate 499

requires all the embedded element patterns to be identical and 500

have nomutual coupling. Figure 10 shows the basic results for 501

a 4- element array, as considered in this paper. The directivity 502

of an array antenna is the usual 503

D (θ, φ) =
4π |AF(θ, φ)f (θ, φ)|2

Ptotal
(7) 504

where Ptotal is the total radiated power from the array. 505

An N = 4 element array normally has an expected 506

gain increase of N = 4, i.e., 6dB. But here all the 507
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FIGURE 10. (a) Broadside classical array directivity against element
spacing for a uniformly spaced 4-element linear array where all element
patterns are modelled by a ‘‘double cosine’’ power pattern,
(cos2n(θ)cos2m(φ)), radiating in a hemisphere (infinite ground-plane).
The zero exponents case is an idealized omnidirectional element. The
array antenna directivity assumes no mutual coupling. (b) Inter-element
spacing for maximum directivity for different sizes of a linear array
against the number of elements, for the different element pattern models.

radiation is confined to a hemisphere, so there is an extra508

3dB. For hemispheric-isotropic elements, the broadside array509

antenna directivity oscillates with the spacing, but approaches510

(6+3) dBi for large N .511

From Figure 10(a), for a 4-element array of isotropic512

elements, the array antenna directivity in a hemisphere has513

a maximum of 10.7 dBi for an element spacing of 0.8λ0.514

The array action adds 7.7 dB to the hemispheric element515

directivity of 3 dBi. For the 2-element array, this spacing for516

maximum directivity is 0.7λ0. For this isotropic element case,517

only the array factor governs the optimum spacings. But for518

directive elements, it is perhaps not widely understood that519

the element pattern, featured in (7), also impacts the optimum520

element spacing for maximum broadside directivity, meaning521

that the array directivity cannot be separated from the element522

directivity.523

For a directive element pattern model using exponents n =524

m =1, the maximum array antenna directivity of 14.5 dBi is525

for a spacing of 0.9 λ0. This changing spacing for maximum526

array antenna directivity is from the element patterns acting527

to suppress grating lobes. The 4-element array action for this528

spacing adds 6.7 dB to the element directivity of 7.8 dBi.529

The dipole-like pattern model in a hemisphere, (m = 0,530

n = 1), has element directivity of 4.7 dBi and a resulting531

4-element E-plane array antenna directivity of 13.3 dBi at the532

optimum spacing of 0.8 λ0. For an H-plane array with this533

element, the maximum directivity is 11.5 dBi for a spacing of534

0.9 λ0. So the excess directivity (meaning above the expected535

6 dB for a 4 element array) is 2.6 dB and 0.8 dB for the536

E-plane and H-plane arrays, respectively. Note that these537

are for scalar, or purely-polarized element pattern models,538

so there are no cross-polar components in the directivity539

calculation.540

For the cosine pattern model with (m = n = 2), the541

element directivity is 10 dBi, and the array antenna gain is542

16.3 dBi. The array action adds 6.3 dB. This excess directivity543

(here above 6 dB) decreases for more directive elements.544

Figure 10(b) shows that the number of elements in the array545

also governs the optimal spacing. For example, increasing N546

FIGURE 11. Broadside directivity vs inter-element spacing for identical
element patterns from the dual-slot element. The maximum directivity for
E-plane array and H-plane array occurs at an inter-element spacing of
0.8λ0 and 0.9λ0 respectively.

from 2 to 6, the spacing for maximum array antenna direc- 547

tivity (with isotropic elements) increases from 0.7 λ0 to 548

0.9 λ0, and further increasing number of elements does not 549

change this optimum spacing (for maximum directivity). It is 550

emphasized that this is for no mutual coupling. Similarly, for 551

elements having a pattern with (m = n = 1), this optimum 552

spacing for maximum array antenna directivity changes to λ0 553

for a 4-element array. More directive elements (eg., having 554

exponents of m = n = 2) have the same optimum spacing 555

regardless of the number of elements in the array. In summary, 556

this behavior is a starting point for configuring an array for 557

maximum directivity, before the impact of mutual coupling is 558

included. However, the narrower beamwidth of more direc- 559

tive elements also means a smaller scan angle range. The 560

tradeoff between array gain and scan range also guides the 561

spacing choice. 562

The above behavior of directivity with element spacing 563

for classical arrays is useful for a first cut array design. 564

But the classical array formulation relies on there being no 565

mutual coupling and having identical element patterns, both 566

of which are unlikely in practice. The question arises, are 567

our element patterns sufficiently similar, and is the mutual 568

coupling sufficiently low, to harness the excess gain available 569

from the classical array antenna directivity? 570

To check if such excess directivity is available from a 571

realistic embedded element pattern, we used a simulated 572

embedded dual-slot inner element pattern from our 4-element 573

array, for all the elements of a 4-element array. Again, this is 574

for co-polarization only. The cross-polarization is lower than 575

the co-polarization by 35 dB at broadside. Figure 11 shows 576

the broadside directivity for our dual-slot element arrays. 577

The element directivity is 7.5dBi. For the E-plane array, 578

the element spacing for the first maxima of directivity is 579

0.8 λ0 (there is another maxima at 1.8 λ0 which in fact has 580

0.2 dB higher directivity). For the H-plane array, the spacing 581

is 0.9 λ0. The directivities of the array antennas are 14.0 dBi 582

and 14.5 dBi respectively. i.e., there is 0.5 dB and 1 dB 583

excess directivity. The trend looks similar to the dipole pattern 584

for the E-plane and H-plane arrays in Figure 10a, but the 585
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FIGURE 12. E-field pattern cuts (in V/m) of the dual slot, 4-element
antenna array for the geometry depicted on the left. (a) and (b) are the
cuts through the broadside direction; (c) beam steered to - 400; (d) beam
steered to 400. These simulations agree well with the results of (5).

excess directivity falls well short of the 2.6 dB when using586

the modelled element patterns.587

So from classical array considerations, there appears to588

be excess directivity available from the array action when589

using one of our embedded element patterns, and taking all590

the embedded element patterns to be the same. In practice,591

this does not happen because the actual element patterns are592

too different from each other. Also, there will be grating593

lobes in the field-of-view (where we want to able to scan)594

for these element spacings. As a design trade-off between595

maximum directivity (spacing 0.8 λ0 for the first maxima of596

broadside directivity of the array antenna) and +/- 90o scan597

range without grating lobes (spacing of 0.5 λ0), we chose a598

spacing of 0.65 λ0 for the E-plane and H-plane arrays. This599

spacing is also a minimum here because it corresponds to the600

cavity size.601

For our dual-slot elements (with spacing 0.65λ0) the602

mutual coupling is about −17 dB between adjacent E-plane603

elements and about −20 dB between adjacent H-plane ele-604

ments (not shown here), which is low enough to be negligible605

for practical considerations (also not shown here).606

B. FINITE ARRAYS: 4-ELEMENT E-PLANE ARRAY607

The two finite array theories are now tested for the 4-element608

dual-slot antenna array. The patterns are in Figure 12 as609

linearly scaled, with units Volts/m at r = 1. The results from610

(4) are not a good fit to accurate simulations, even for the611

modified case of using an embedded element pattern. But612

the model of (5) is in good agreement with the simulation613

results. This demonstrates that for experimental array antenna614

results, we must either use all of the measured embedded615

element patterns in a summation, as per (1), or the model616

FIGURE 13. 4 element linear E-plane array geometry and simulated gain
patterns (in dBi) in the E-plane cut (Y-Z plane).

FIGURE 14. H-plane 4 element linear array geometry, and beam-steered
patterns (simulated gain in dBi from simulated element patterns) for the
H-plane cut (x − z plane), using phase-alignment at broadside.

of (5), in order to get accurate estimates of the array antenna 617

patterns. 618

Patterns from the E-plane array are depicted in Figure 13. 619

The array has embedded antenna element gains of 6.3, 7.5, 620

7.5, 7.5 dBi, respectively, for ports 1 to 4. The asymmetry 621

of the gains between the two outer elements, is from the 622

different geometry of the outer elements relative to their 623

adjacent ground-plane edges. 624

These embedded element patterns are now co-phased at 625

their broadside directions and added (by computer calcula- 626

tion, so there is no physical combiner here as part of the 627

antenna) and this results in an array antenna gain of 12.9 dBi 628

with sidelobe levels of -12.6 dB relative to the main lobe. 629

The direction of the maximum beam-formed gain is less than 630

the angle expected from the geometric beam direction of 631

classical array theory, viz., the intended beam is steering to 632

200 and 400, instead of steering to 170 and 350, respectively. 633

The 3dB scan coverage is from +300 to -450. This is for the 634

element patterns which are co-phased at broadside and then 635

geometric phase shifts used to steer the beam. The phase dif- 636

ference between element patterns at angles within their 3dB 637

beamwidths is now negligible. So, broadside phase alignment 638

is sufficient for 3dB scan coverage without significant loss 639

of gain. Beyond these angles, grating lobes emerge. The 640

asymmetric scan range is also due to the different embedded 641

element patterns. 642

C. H-PLANE ARRAY 643

The H-plane array configuration is shown in Figure 14. The 644

element patterns are again combined in-phase (by computer) 645
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FIGURE 15. Simulated gain patterns (in dBi) in the E-plane cut
(y − z plane) and H- plane cut (x − z plane) for a 4 element E-plane linear
array. The patterns are all essentially the same showing the very minor
impact of the truncation of the ground-plane at the ends of the array.

to give the array broadside radiation. The embedded elements646

have broadside gains of 5.4 dBi, 5.3 dBi, 5.4 dBi, and 5 dBi647

for ports 1 to 4, respectively. They also have different and648

asymmetric patterns. The beam-formed pattern has a broad-649

side gain of 11.2 dBi with the first sidelobes down by 12 dB.650

When beam-steered to +450, still with the element patterns651

co-phased at broadside, the array gain reduces to 10.4 dBi,652

and a grating lobe appears at 7.9 dB below the main beam653

gain. The 3 dB scan coverage is +550 to -350, and beyond654

these angles, a grating lobe dominates.655

D. IMPACT OF ARRAY GROUND-PLANE LENGTH656

The impact on the pattern of the E-plane array is shown in657

Figure 15. If the ground-plane is extended in the E-plane from658

its original minimum size (the cavity size), then the array659

pattern remains the same except for small changes in sidelobe660

levels and backlobe levels. This is different to the isolated661

element pattern which changes with ground plane size in the662

E-plane as depicted in Figure 7, and this is simply because663

for the case of antenna array, the inner elements do not have664

diffracting edges. The ground-plane size in the E-plane is a665

parameter of Figure 15, to demonstrate its minor impact.666

Figure 16 demonstrates the negligible impact of the667

ground-plane extent in the H-plane. (However, in the668

E-plane (y-z), the y-plane extent acts to skew the main lobe.)669

On increasing the ground plane by extra gnd = 0.5λ0 (see670

Figure 16), the broadside gain of the main lobe increases by671

0.5 dB. However, it does not increase further. This trend is672

like the one seen in Figure 9 for single antenna element.673

E. PATTERN MEASUREMENTS674

The embedded element patterns of antenna ports are mea-675

sured in our NSI near field chamber, see Figure 17a. One676

port is excited while all other ports are loaded with 50 �677

terminations. The cylindrical near field synthetic aperture is678

formed by rotating the antenna under test (AUT) through679

3600 in azimuth (y-z plane) with the probe (WR34) moving in680

elevation along the x-axis of the AUT. The AUT is mounted681

FIGURE 16. Effect of ground-plane extent in the H-plane: simulated gain
patterns (in dBi) in the H-plane cut (x − z) and E plane (y − z) for a
4 element H-plane linear array.

TABLE 2. Measured broadside embedded element total gain.

on a polyester foam slab. The IF bandwidth of receiver is 682

set to 300 Hz as a trade-off between noise performance 683

and measurement speed. The peak SNR in the near field 684

aperture is around 50dB. The limited aperture in the x-axis 685

(the maximum x-direction aperture length in our chamber is 686

1.5 meters) corresponds to a limit of only ±250 in the eleva- 687

tion plane scan - see Figure 17a. Mostly, mmWave antenna 688

terminals are tested using over-the-air systems which do not 689

separate the performance of the various components such 690

as the receiver sensitivity, communications signal processing 691

algorithms, and, in particular, the antenna performance. Mea- 692

suring patterns is challenging at these frequencies. 693

In a pattern measurement, the total gain is typically mea- 694

sured, and it is left to the user to calculate the (IEEE) gain. 695

However, our elements are all well-matched and so thematch- 696

ing loss is negligible, leaving cable losses which are removed 697

in the calibration process. For both simulation and measure- 698

ment, the embedded element patterns are computer-combined 699

in this paper. It is emphasized that there is no physical com- 700

bining circuit in the array antenna here. 701

Figures 17 (b-c) show simulated and measured embedded 702

element patterns (port 2) of the H-plane array. The finite 703

ground plane acts to change the beam direction in the 704

E-plane (y-z), as discussed above. Figures 17 (d-e) show the 705

embedded element pattern of port 4 of the E-plane array. All 706

the othermeasured embedded patterns are omitted for brevity, 707

but each of the embedded element boresight gains are listed 708

in Table 2. 709

The measured azimuth cuts of (b) and (d) are not a 710

close match between simulation and measurement in the 711
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FIGURE 17. (a) The anechoic chamber setup for the 4 element E-plane
array embedded element pattern testing; (b-c) simulated and measured
embedded element patterns for port 2 of the 4 element H-plane array;
(d-e) for port 4 of the 4 element E-plane array. The large maxima at
+/- 90 degrees in the measured patterns are caused by radiation from
the feed cable behind the antenna. The feed cable is much larger than the
array, as can be seen in (a).

off-broadside directions, however the broadside direction is712

reasonable, and the cross-polar ratios are also reasonable with713

simulated and measured patterns having a cross-polar ratio714

of about 30dB. The main difference between simulation and715

measurement is the presence of lobes in the array endfire716

directions of the measured patterns. These are caused by717

the presence of the long feed cable (seen in figure 17a),718

which is much larger than the antenna and which is not part719

of the simulation. In (c) and (e), the finite support of the720

measured elevation pattern - a limitation of the measurement721

capability - is exposed. The gains over this range of support722

are a reasonablematch betweenmeasurement and simulation.723

The measured embedded element field patterns are now724

combined using (1), to demonstrate the beam steering per-725

formance of the array. Recall that (1) will always be correct726

because it does not draw on array theory or modelling that727

requires assumptions.728

FIGURE 18. Co-pol patterns from measurements.(a-b) mean and standard
deviation (S.D)) of phase of E-plane embedded elements after co-phasing
of element patterns at broadside; (c) beam-formed E-plane pattern using
the measured embedded element patterns phase-aligned at broadside;
(d) beam-formed E-plane pattern using the measured embedded element
patterns phase-aligned at the geometric beam-steering angle;
(e) beam-formed H-plane pattern from the measured embedded patterns
co-phased at broadside; (f) beam-formed H-plane pattern from the
measured embedded patterns phase-aligned at the geometric
beam-steering angle.

The phases of the simulated (measured) embedded ele- 729

ment patterns at broadside were 92.869o, 91.491o, 89.652o, 730

84.579o (-88.6o, -48.1o, -47o, -51.1o). The first element of 731

the measured set has a large (∼40o) phase offset, and this 732

was because it was from a measurement taken on a different 733

day to all the others, with a different set-up. These measured 734

phases are all aligned at broadside in the computer combining 735

of the patterns. 736

Figure 18(a) depicts the mean and standard deviation of 737

the phases of the embedded elements patterns (co-phased at 738

broadside) in the azimuth plane and (b) in elevation plane. 739

The co-phasing of the element pattern phases at broadside 740

does not support beamforming beyond about 50o because of 741

the high variance of the far-off-axis element pattern phases. 742

For better beam-forming gains at off-broadside directions, 743

co-phasing of the element patterns for the geometric beam- 744

steered directions can be deployed using knowledge (look- 745

up table) of the embedded pattern phases in the various 746

directions. 747

Figure 18(c) shows the E-plane array beam-formed for 748

various beam directions (given in the legend) when the 749
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measured embedded element patterns are co-phased at broad-750

side and then geometrically steered to different directions as751

in equation (1). The beamforming produces distinctive maxi-752

mum lobes at angles from 200 to -500, as compared 300 to753

-450 expected from the steering angle. The beam-steering754

directions are significantly different to that expected from755

the geometric steering angle because of the differences in756

the phases of embedded elements’ patterns in off-broadside757

directions.758

Figure 18d shows the E-plane array beam steering with759

the element pattern phases aligned for the various geometric760

steering beam directions. Aligning the element pattern phases761

in the geometric steering directions, instead of at broadside,762

creates an extra 1 to 3dB gain. Now the scan angles match763

with the steering angle because the embedded element phases764

are aligned in the steered directions.765

The array antenna gain (using a computer for phased array766

combination) is seen to be about 10.7 dBi at broadside.767

Standard phased array signal combination shows that the768

signal gain from 4 elements should be 6 dB above the ele-769

ment gains if all the element gains are the same similar and770

the phases are aligned before combination. (Note from the771

previous section, the array antenna excess directivity offers772

better possibilities.) Here, the gain from the array action is773

higher than the average embedded element broadside gain774

(about 4.8 dBi) by 5.9 dB, i.e., close to the expected 6dB, and775

so we are unable to realize any excess gain from the classical776

array considerations above.777

Figure 18e shows beam-steering of the 4-element H-plane778

array. Recall the ground-plane is very small: 0.7 λ0 in the779

E-plane and 0.7λ0 × 4 = 2.8 λ0 in the H-plane. This is for780

when the embedded element patterns are co-phased at the781

broadside direction and geometrically phased as per equa-782

tion (1). It is shown only for our measurement range of±250783

in the elevation plane (x-z cut). The main lobe of the H-784

plane array antenna pattern is tilted in azimuth due to the785

asymmetric ground-plane in the E-plane of the prototype.786

The array antenna gain is observed to be at 9.9 dBi in the787

broadside direction. The average embedded element gain in788

broadside direction is about 4 dBi, hence the 4-element array789

action boosts the broadside gain by 5.9 dBi which is again790

close to the expected 6 dB. The beam-steering to 10o and 20o791

shows an array antenna gain of 8 dBi and 4.6 dBi respectively792

for co-phased element patterns in broadside. The angle of the793

beam maxima is less than expected angle of beam directions794

and this is because the high variance of the phase alignment795

of the embedded element patterns at off-broadside directions.796

Better alignment of the steering beam direction (and better797

gain) will result from co-phasing of element patterns in the798

steering direction.799

Figure 18f shows the beam steering when the element800

pattern phases are co-phased in the geometric scan directions801

(i.e., not co-phased at broadside). For this, the array antenna802

gain in broadside direction stays at 9.9 dBi of course. The803

beam steered to 10o and 20o shows array antenna gain of804

9.3 dBi, and 8.8 dBi respectively. So this co-phasing in the805

FIGURE 19. Finite arrays on a mobile chassis (a) vertical linear array of
horizontal pol (b) vertical linear array of vertical pol (c) horizontal linear
array of vertical polarization (d) horizontal linear array of horizontal
polarization.

scan directions gives an increased gain in the off-broadside 806

scan directions of 1-3 dB, a significant improvement. 807

F. CHASSIS MOUNTING 808

Two finite arrays are mounted on a metallic chassis in various 809

configurations as shown in Figure 19, along with their 3D 810

simulated radiation patterns. Both arrays are assumed to have 811

single independent RF chains and analogue beamforming 812

circuits for each element, as shown in Figure 1 (b). The 813

arrays on the front side (screen side) of the phone, or on 814

the edges, lead to more radiation towards the user’s head 815

for call mode. Therefore, we placed the E- and H-plane 816

linear arrays, orthogonally oriented and as closely located as 817

possible, at the top right corner of the phone chassis. The top 818

left side of the back of chassis contains a camera and light 819

sensor in this chassis model. At the top right location, the two 820

arrays can provide fan-shaped beams in orthogonal planes. 821

We investigated 4 configurations of E-plane or H-plane arrays 822

with vertical and horizonal polarization, see Figure 19 (a-d). 823

Each array is evaluated in the presence of the other array with 824

terminated elements. 825

In Figure 19a, a vertical array of horizontally polarized 826

elements has the chassis ground-plane edge in close prox- 827

imity (about λ0). Therefore, its main lobe gets tilted in the 828

horizontal plane, as we can expect from the E-plane ground- 829

plane effect on each element, studied above. 830

Figure 19b depicts a vertically oriented array having ver- 831

tically polarized radiation. This array has a fan-shaped beam 832

which can be steered in the elevation plane with the analogue 833

phase weights. Figure 19c depicts the beamforming of a 834

horizontally oriented array with vertical polarization. Again, 835

the beam is tilted. Figure 19d shows the horizontal array with 836

horizontal polarization. 837

Overall, both polarizations work well, but the H-plane 838

arrays continue to exhibit the tilted beams in the E-plane of 839

the antenna element due to the finite ground plane effect. 840

From these results, the H-plane arrays always suffer from 841

the beam tilt from any ground-plane proximity. Using two 842

E-plane arrays placed orthogonally (not shown in Figure 19) 843

offers the beam-steering in both planes (and in different 844

polarizations) without the beam tilt. If the tilt is a problem, 845

then this latter configuration is the preferred design. 846
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TABLE 3. Performance comparison of reported antenna array with previously published 28 GHz mmWave arrays designs.

V. COMPARISON WITH THE PUBLISHED WORK847

With our results now in place, we can compare the per-848

formance of our design with that of other published array849

antennas for 28 GHz. Table 3 summarizes the comparison.850

Our dual-slot array shows lower bandwidth than previously851

reported antennas, except [13]. But this bandwidth is easily852

sufficient for the target standard 5G band of 27.5 to 28. 3 GHz853

(3%), and in that sense, a wider bandwidth is not improving854

performance. The broadside gain of our E-plane array is855

similar, and strictly speaking, greater than the other designs.856

However, our H-plane design shows a reduced gain by 1.7 dB.857

The total 3dB scan range of our array is greater than previous858

reported antennas. It is noted that the 3dB scan of [13] is an859

extrapolated result (at 27.5 GHz). In summary, our dual-slot860

arrays give comparative performance to existing designs. The861

advantage of our design is the much lower complexity and862

cost of using single-layer PCB for the whole antenna also863

making its integration with cellphone chassis simpler and less864

expensive.865

VI. CONCLUSION866

A simple, low-cost cavity-backed dual-slot antenna element867

and its 4-element array, arranged in both polarizations, are868

described along with the design methodology for the configu-869

rations.Measurements of prototypes, including their patterns,870

add practical insights. For the element, the use of a second871

slot in the cavity significantly increases its -10dB impedance872

bandwidth from 2.5% to 9%. This extra bandwidth is required873

for the total active reflection coefficient impedance to cover874

operation in the standard 5G band of 27.5 GHz to 28.3 GHz,875

including plenty of room for component and manufacturing876

tolerances. Classical large-array principles are explored to877

guide the design, but the resulting ‘‘excess directivity’’ of an878

idealized array is seldom possible to realize in practice due to879

real-world embedded element patterns being non-identical,880

and having non-zero mutual coupling. We also explore the881

available array antenna pattern theories for including mutual882

coupling, for their applicability for small arrays such as the883

design presented here. We demonstrate that only one of these 884

theories works well for these small arrays. Finally, a metallic 885

cellphone chassis is modelled to provide a practical platform 886

for the array antennas, and we demonstrate fan-shaped beam- 887

forming and beam-steering capability for various array-on- 888

cellphone configuration of orthogonal linear arrays to give 889

both polarizations. 890
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